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Some background on me, Grant Brereton:
Hi, and thank you for subscribing, or buying a book from my website. I have
been into poultry for almost 40 years and have kept many breeds in that time.
I just absolutely adore the hobby, no matter at what level. I started off like most
people just keeping a few hens for eggs, because we were fortunate enough to
do so, and progressed to pure breeds; I find something charming in each and
every one. Little did I know that one day it would lead to giving seminars on
poultry genetics across the globe.
T he idea behind this newsletter:
In 2007 I became editor of UK magazine Fancy Fowl, leaving some 12 years later
in 2019. During my tenure I was involved with poultry people on a daily basis, and
the hustle and bustle of putting together a monthly publication. I absolutely
LOVED it, and made many friends in that time. I felt so lucky having the best job
in the world, and loved promoting and (hopefully) inspiring others to get
‘buzzed’ about this great hobby of ours! I just adored bringing readers latest
interviews, news, show and sales reports, but once I left it all just stopped!
Recently, I opened the vault, and as and you can imagine, there is so much

good stuff in there, which I feel will be valuable for poultry keepers of all levels.
Seems a shame to just leave it all on my hard drive. I have dedicated most of
my life so far to this hobby, so figured I might as well be ‘all in’ and continue to
dedicate the rest of my life to it. As long as I’m bringing value and inspiring
people to enjoy this hobby, then I will enjoy putting together these newsletters.
My promise:
Because my subscribers have a range of different interests when it comes to
poultry, I thought it would be best to cover some varied topics each month, so
hopefully you will enjoy the mix that I offer here. And you have my word that no
more than one email per month.

Show Winner Interview - Len Parker

Parker & Hickson
Len Parker and David Hickson secured the Supreme Champion award of the

2017 National Poultry Show with a Black Leghorn bantam female. I caught up with
Len to put the following questions to him…
So Len, Congratulations. Can you take us back to when you f irst got
started in poultry?
T hanks Grant. I started at the age of 12 in 1960. I went with my father to a Corn
Mill on market day and he went to pay his corn bill. T he mill was Warwick Rogers’
- a great exhibitor of Leghorns in laying trials and shows. My father had just
given me 4 poultry pens, and this Warwick Rogers, the corn miller, asked if I’d be
interested in rearing poultry for him. So I started rearing his bantams and he
used to send me my poultry corn as well. I kept about 50 commercial White
Wyandottes back then (at the age of 12), and then later on I had 25 Anconas,
all large, you know - all the old laying strain. When I started work at 15, my
month’s egg money (6 shillings a dozen) was twice as much as my wages,
because you see, I never used to pay for the corn; that was my payment for

looking after Warwick’s show poultry. At the time, all my birds were crossbred
farmyard banties - just odds and sods really and I bought them for sixpence a
piece at school - so you could tell they were top-quality stuff! But once I’d
seen the stock Warwick Rogers had, it really got me interested in them, you
know. I was so excited when he sent them me, and my father had just given
me the 4 pens. He went to see my mother, and he said: “I think our Len’s gone
mad!” She said: “Why George, what’s the matter?” T o which he replied: “Well,
he’s found some wallpaper in one of the old sheds and he’s wallpapered his hen
pens!”
I first started showing in 1980. I bought a trio of Ancona bantams off David
Hickson, a farmer, where I was repairing his farm building at the time. And then I
first showed what I bred off them. In 1984 I won Best Light Breed at the Fed with
an Ancona cockerel, and go the same result in 1990 (or early 90s). It was quite
exciting at the time! In 1983 I bought a Black Leghorn pullet off a chap called Bill
Johnston, and he wouldn’t sell me just the pullet without buying the cockerel as
well. T his was at Middlewich show. Since then we have become the best of
friends - well, like brothers - and over the years we have travelled the country
showing and judging. People who know him will say: “What a man!” He’s a right
character is Bill Johnston. Over the years I’ve had approximately 90 National
and Fed wins in the classes. David Hickson retired from farming and couldn’t
keep poultry at his new home. He joined me with the poultry in 2011 and we won
Reserve Champion at the National with a White Leghorn cockerel behind Mr
Robin Creighton with a Silver Sebright; so near and yet so far - that’s a bitter pill
that [jest]!
I’d just like to mention that the backbone of our poultry keeping is my wife T ess.
You know, she cleans out and looks after things while I’m at work, and T ess has
had many wins with Brown Leghorn and Cuckoo bantams. She used to show
under her own name, but obviously when the grandchildren got going and that
she had less time, and now she just comes to the shows with us. She was
mustard at it man, and used to double-mate the Browns - keeping 2 lines.
We’ve basically kept Black, White, Brown, Blue and Cuckoo Leghorn bantams,
and also Black Minorca and Ancona bantams. I didn’t much care for the Blue
Minorcas - they were always poor compared to the Blacks, I thought.

How does it f eel to have won Supreme Champion at the National Poultry
Show?
Well, it’s quite a feat really, isn’t it. We were quite over the moon. One thing I did
notice is that in all the records, there’s never been a Black Leghorn pullet to
ever win a National Supreme Champion, which is a new record. Whites have
won, White females, but never a Black female.
Which poultry f eed do you use?
I never feed Poultry Layers Pellets, because the Leghorn is a laying machine,
and what it basically does is take all the condition off it through laying. You
know, it’s like a milking cow - a cow that is giving a lot of milk doesn’t look that
good, like. You know Grant, we’ve had better fertility ever since we’ve just been
using Massey Growers Pellets. We don’t use a Breeders Pellet. Obviously they
have grain as well. A farmer mate of mine supplies me with outstanding wheat,
which I feed in the mornings, with the pellets being ad lib.
Do you put your birds on artif icial light to help with egg production and
f ertility?
I don’t have to bring birds on somehow. You know how people say: “I need to
get the light on them”? For the past 6 or 7 years, I’ve never had to wind
anything up! I used to keep New Hampshire Red and Welsummer bantams and I
used to have those always hatching on Boxing Day, starting to cheep on
Christmas Day (a nice present). We don’t hatch till the end of the March with
the Leghorns and it’s never a problem in terms of size or fitness.
Have you always double-mated your Black Leghorn bantams?
Yes, definitely, it is very important. I used to show brilliant Black cocks, but a few
years ago we had a terrible cold spell here and it was minus 14 to minus 16 day
after day round here. I put heaters on, but were the stock cocks were it wasn’t
so warm and I lost a couple of them, and then a third went light on me, and
that really, really ruined my cock strain. You see, to breed Black Leghorn cocks it
takes a long time to get the dark under-colour you know. It took me 5 or 6
years to breed anything of real quality. I never really had dark legs at all. T hey
say use a female with dark legs don’t they - to throw males with dark undercolour. Well, I didn’t do that. I had some females - and I don’t quite know why
this would be - but they had no sheen on them at all (just matte black), and
that was the source of my exhibition males. Obviously I did have some males
with some black in the leg but the majority of them came with lovely yellow
legs and you could guarantee every one was black to the roots. And I had to do
it twice. Sometimes when the lads were getting my stock car ready, in spite of
me putting tape over the plugs, they pulled them out so that was a bit of a
backwards step losing incubators full of eggs!
Of course, the females have to have their own line. I breed with trios mostly occasionally one to one - but in that case it will be experimental. Usually it’s
trios and it’s always sisters or half sisters. I won’t set up a breeding trio where
the females have come from different hens. And I would never breed brother
to sister. We usually breed grandparent to grandchildren. We’re closely
interbred now, and the thing is, you can get too close you know, and you have
poor chicks (alright what do survive are very good, but I’d sooner do it the way I
do it).

Broody hens or Incubators?
Incubators. David works all the incubators - David Hickson my partner with me
now in the poultry. He always does all the hatching. T hey are reared mostly by
me. I use Electric Hens, and then what I do (I don’t put them in the pen for the
first fortnight), I put the Electric Hens on a rubber mat which is on a concrete
floor, and then a make a half circle at the end, and I put a 40watt lightbulb as
they come out and feed. T hey remain in there for a fortnight at the same
height, and then they go into th Electric Hen outside while they get a bit wiser
about things. T hey don’t go out on grass until they begin to lose the chicken
feathers. I’ve reseeded a patch of grass with clover, and I have never had such
yellow legs, but it puts quite a lot of yellow into the lobe. My Whites stay in
covered runs; they never go out on grass - but they are out in the fresh air.
Are they dif f icult to pen-train?
Yeah, they really are, and what you find, when you’re getting older - you don’t
come out like a greyhound after tea; a reclining chair is more like it, you know
what I mean? T hat’s our downfall is that we really don’t pen-train them
enough. Because when I’ve been judging, it makes a difference when you can
just put your hands in the pen and get the bird out - it sits in your hand and you
can look at it, rather than struggling with it. T hey tend to be alright after they’ve
been to a show.
Is it dif f icult to get the combs to sit just right on f emales without
covering the eyes?
It’s virtually timing. We usually have a month between each hatch. We get
some in the first hatch where the combs have already gone too far, but there’ll
be some in there that will be alright. And if there isn’t in there, then the ones
peaking early will always stand a chance of being shown. But a good bird with a
nice comb, will always end up with her eye being covered by the comb in the
end. I’ve never had one that’s stayed 100 per cent how you’d like to show it.
T hey always gradually go over as they start laying. I show the birds just as they
are about to lay.
What are the main challenges with breeding exhibition Leghorns?
T o get the combs in the right place at the right time - and that goes for males
and females. You want exhibition males to have good, straight combs and I
never had a problem when I was showing the exhibition males. For females, you
need a male that has a comb that falls over, but I don’t mind breeding from a
Black pullet-breeding cock if he’s slightly flyaway-combed, because I always

think his daughters’ combs look better and it keeps the comb from lying on
their necks. It doesn’t work for everybody, we’ve all got our own ideas.
With Whites I think sometimes the susceptibility to go sappy is bred in them.
We get that problem sometimes when they’ve been inside all the time. I know
people say it’s the sun, but there’s nothing that will wash that sappy out. We
don’t feed maize, so the yellow legs have to be in the breeding. T h clover grass
helps but you have to be careful that the white lobe doesn’t get too yellow in
the process. A lot of birds are winning today with yellow in the lobes, and they
shouldn’t be yellow, really. We don’t have a problem keeping the lobes of the
Leghorns clean, but we have a lot of trouble with the Minorcas. Usually they
either blister, or if you treat them they will attract dust from dust-bathing etc.
T he only way we can get away with showing Minorcas with a good, clean lobe is
early on - when they’re youths and not fully grown. Bit of a headache really.

Wernlas' Shaun Hammon Interview

Shaun Hammon, along with his wife Sue, opened up the Wernlas Collection of
Poultry back in 1985. Set in the Shropshire Hills, at the time it was one of a

handful of such centres and arguably the largest UK gene pool for many years.
What they created was ‘magic’ and just up my street. They perpetuated many
pure chicken breeds and were an integral part of the UK pure-breed poultry
scene. They introduced so many people to chickens, providing a shop window
for what breeding pens of a varied number of colourful breeds looked like. You
could buy them at any age - from egg, to chick, to grower, to point of lay. Their
shop was always stocked full of poultry goodies and I couldn’t get enough of the
place. Sadly, when Wernlas finally closed its doors back in 2011, with all the birds
gone, Shaun agreed to a Saturday afternoon sat in his lounge to answer all my
questions. Both Shaun and Sue will always be an important part of my poultry
journey. Here is Part One…

What did you vaccinate f or and when did you know what to vaccinate
f or?
It was renowned poultry vet, Peter Laing who got us started on vaccines. He
suggested we vaccinate for Marek’s disease as everyone was afraid of it at the
time, and Gumboro disease, the latter affecting the bursal part of a bird’s
system. We lost a few birds to it before vaccinating and the disease is believed
to have come in from France.
After an outbreak of Fowl Pest in Ross on Wye, a Ministry of Agriculture (as it
was then known) vet instructed us to vaccinate for the disease.
When the Salmonella scare reared it’s head, we saw a huge boost in sales as
our stock was blood-tested and certified free of it.
As for Coccidiosis, we didn’t vaccinate for many years, and rather, used ACS in
the water. However, as times changed, treatments were withdrawn and from
that point until the day we finished, we vaccinated our birds at day old with
Paracox.
How did you make the Cuckoo Silkie - did it begin with Black Silkie and
Barred Rock, as is my guess?
No, actually! You’re close though: it was the North Holland Blue with Black Silkie.
T he initial idea wasn’t to create a ‘Cuckoo’ Silkie, I was making crosses to arrive
at an autosexing Silkie when a coach load of Poultry Club members came to
visit. Amongst those people was T om Aires who encouraged me to continue
with the Cuckoos, saying he’d never seen any previously in the UK and that they
had potential. After the Silbar (autosexing Silkie) was completed, I continued to
work with the Cuckoo Silkie until it bred true. In many years of breeding them
since, hardly a single comb has ever popped up.

What did you use as chick / adult litter?
We used wood shavings, mostly - the dust extracted type. We did try flax
bedding one year which came from Belgium - this was brilliant, but we could
only buy in a load at a time and once it ran out, we couldn’t get any more.
What is your opinion of additives in the water (cider vinegar / vitamins
etc) and did you ever use any?
We did use Apple Cider Vinegar - the one made for horses, occasionally, if
there was a slight hint of anything looking off colour after using the Paracox
vaccine. As for vitamins, they are already in the feed, so we had no need to add
more.
What was your response to the outbreak of red mite in one of your
pens?
We’d been fairly quiet with it until 2010 where we had a particularly bad season.
For many years we used creosote on the inside of the house (once or twice a
year) so it always kept them away. When creosote was banned and the
substitutes came on the market, we found them not as effective. T o
overcome this, we mixed it with paraffin about 50/50 and the birds went back
in the house the same day.
We always used Louse powder in the fresh litter, which was added when
cleaning houses out. T his was called ‘Ruby’ and came in red containers. It’s
excellent stuff and we used to sell it in the shop.

What advice would you of f er someone starting out in breeding,
assuming they f ocus on just one breed and colour?
Well, I would say if you are starting out, don’t just choose what takes your fancy.
Many breeds look easier than they actually are to keep.
In my view, newcomers should start with heavier, placid breeds rather than
flighty, erratic (sometimes) Mediterranean breeds. Don’t buy in birds from
everywhere, and don’t feel obliged to buy a cockerel if, when seeking an
outcross, the person in question will only sell trios. In that case, walk away.
Don’t get complacent, and do adhere to the rules. Don’t feed incorrectly, or try
to be clever by winging it (excuse the pun) with your own high-protein mixes.
Chickens thrive when common sense practices are in place. You will certainly
enjoy your birds when they are few and of good quality. T ake note of the
advice here and you won’t go too far wrong.
Good luck!

Broody Tip
Broody Prejudice (Taken from
Broody Hens EXTRA)
Sadly, ‘broody prejudice’ is a thing, but
fortunately doesn’t happen too often.
It usually occurs when one of the
late-hatchers (or foster care chicks)
are a different colour to the rest of
the hatchlings, and the broody makes
a point of singling it/them out. It is
horrible to witness, so please reduce
chances of it happening by ensuring
all chicks will be the same colour, or if
you can’t guarantee down colour,
make sure the broody sees the
variety of colours as early as possible
after hatching, where she’s less likely
to pick up on the fact her chicks vary
in colour.

A Future Course?
Over the last few years, I have received many requests to put on
Genetics courses, which I have given a lot of thought. Facebook groups
or email can be frustrating to explain things fully and properly.
Would you be interested in a 2-day course at my home, accompanied

by a series of 1-2-1 zoom calls, and videos possibly? I'm passionate
about sharing my knowledge, which has taken decades of breeding to
gain. Numbers would be limited for obvious reasons, but if this sounds
like it could be of interest, then please click below and I will keep you
posted.

Yes, please keep me posted on Genetics Courses

T hank you for reading this Newsletter. Keep on keeping chickens! Grant
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